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Introducing ECT’s Virtual Playhouse
Elora Community Theatre is happy to announce that the first Sunday of every
month we will be hosting an on-line script reading of our upcoming shows. Courtesy
of the Center Wellington Community Foundation we have been given the use of
their conferencing service named CALLBRIDGE. This service will give us the ability
of having, at the maximum, 25 video participants for the presentation and we will
be able to broadcast to a YouTube channel for our audience to view. This is the
perfect opportunity for anyone thinking about auditing to get familiarized with the
characters and plot line of each play, whether you perform in the readings or watch
over You-tube.
If you are interested in Performing in one of these play readings, please
contact the director of the show (as seen on page 3 of the newsletter) to receive a
role, script and further instructions. Here are some notes to assist you in the
performance and preparation:






Try to use a wired network connection as this results in a more consistent and
reliable internet connection
Use headphones to monitor the audio to prevent echo and possible feedback
issues
Ideally use a sheet or something else as a backdrop behind them to reduce
distractions
Adjust their lighting, both on their face and on the backdrop to give a pleasant
image
At the time of the show, you should log into the specified website by entering
your assigned character name(s).

We will learn as we go and try to make this a great experience for the actors
and the audience and give ECT an outlet to the community with artistic content.
We hope you can all tune in for these performances, as it is sure to be a lot of fun!
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ECT’s Virtual Playhouse Schedule
ECT’s Virtual Playhouse is happy to present the play reading
of: CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF this weekend!

Up next is Shakespearean classic Mid-Summer Night’s Dream.
Directors Deb Stanson & David Tanner are currently casting this great show.
There are many parts ranging in age from 15-90 and rehearsals will take place
on-line two nights a week throughout May. If circumstances allow, the show will
be performed publicly in September for Shakespeare in the Park. Please email
either director if interested in a role or visit our website for more information.
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ECT’s Virtual Playhouse Schedule
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Monologue of the Month
This month’s monologue comes from the first play in Neil Simon’s
semi-autobiographical comedic Eugene trilogy, called ‘Brighton
Beach Memoirs’. The story follows almost 15-year-old Eugene Jerome
as he grows up in 1937 Brooklyn, learning about girls, family,
relationships and the impending war. In this monologue Blanche,
Eugene’s widowed aunt, is finally standing up for herself;

Blanche
(Female – Adult 30-40s)

I’m not going to let you hurt me, Nora. I’m not going
to let you tell me that I don’t love you or that I haven’t tried
to give you as much as I gave Laurie . . . God knows I’m not
perfect because enough angry people in this house told
me so tonight . . . But I am not going to be a doormat for all
the frustrations and unhappiness that you or Aunt Kate or
anyone else wants to lay at my feet . . . I did not create this
Universe. I do not decide who lives and dies, or who’s rich
or poor or who feels loved and who feels deprived. If you
feel cheated that Laurie gets more than you, than I feel
cheated that my husband died at thirty-six.
And if you keep on feeling that way, you’ll end up like
me . . . with something much worse than loneliness or
helplessness and that’s self-pity. Believe me, there is nothing
worse than human being who thrives on his own misfortunes
.. . I am sorry, Nora, that you feel unloved and I will do
everything I can to change it but I will not go back to being
that frightened, helpless woman that I created! . . . I’ve
already buried someone I love. Now it’s time to bury
someone I hate.
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ECT Puzzle Pages

Here are some more fun puzzles to help keep you entertained at
night! Can you find these commonly used theatre terms in our word
search puzzle or spot the Shakespearean differences? Too easy for you,
try your hand at unscrambling some of the Liz Pieper Recipient’s Names?
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ECT Puzzle Pages
Can you spot 5 differences??

The Lis Pieper Memorial Award was set up by ECT to honour those
who made outstanding contributions to local theatre in Centre
Wellington over the course of several years and to recognize individuals
who have exhibited Pieper’s dedication to community theatre. The
recipient of the aware is selected each year by local theatre groups,
including Elora Community Theatre, On the Spot Productions, Centre
Wellington Children’s Theatre, Fergus Grand Theatre Volunteer Group,
etc. You can check out the past winners of the award on the Lis Pieper
Memorial plaque hanging in the front lobby of the Fergus Grand Theatre.
1 ILUEJ EWERLEH = _________________

4 EFCLNORE LRKLEA = _________________

2 EBD OANSSTN = __________________

5 ODN HTAOSN = _____________________

3 RYGA TBNRYA = __________________

6 NEINCO SNDKCIION = ____________
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Movie Night Poll
Do you have Netflix and are tired of watching movies alone every
night during this quarantine? ECT is thinking about hosting a Netflix
Party Movie Night!
Express your interest by visiting our website and casting your vote
into which Movie you would like to see.
Options Are:
Dr. Seuss The Lorax - 2012
Grease – 1978
Marry Poppins Returns – 2018
Monty Python and the Holy Grail – 1975
Sense and Sensibility – 1995
Steel Magnolias – 1989

Visit the Website Now!

